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Passer domesticus Again-My
question in regard to Passer domesticus using palms
exclusively for nesting sites (Condor, XXVI, 1924, pp. 105-106) was answered in part by
the birds themselves, the past spring. They became frequent visitors to our place early
in the spring, and on March 29 and subsequently were observed carrying nesting
material.
The sites chosen were all fifty feet or more from the ground, in the large
eucalyptus trees. On May 11, during a meeting of the Los Angeles Bird Banding
Chapter of the C. 0. C., Mr. Sumner climbed to one nest and tore it down. It had
served its purpose and the young were gone.
The birds continued to increase until. earlv in June. auite a flock freauented the
chicken pens and cleaned up the feed left’by the young turkeys. Being of- a tolerant
disposition, I at first viewed these newcomers with more curiosity than aversion; but
there is a limit to such tolerance, and on June 11 I brought my government sparrow
trap into action, well baited with little chick scratch feed, and the first afternoon
caught seven; and by July 5, twenty-four had been accounted for. That seemed to
discourage them somewhat and the remaining ones moved to safer feeding grounds.
At the present time we very seldom see one here, but I suppose another spring will
bring a new crop that have never heard of sparrow traps and axes as a means of
reducing pOpUhtiOU.---JOHN
McB. ROBERTSON, Buena Park, California, October 12,192.L
Voice of the Turkey Vulture.-On
August 9, 1924, while resting on the summit of
a ridge in the Elk Hills, Kern County, California, an adult Turkey Vulture (Cathartes
aura eeptentrionalis) circled close to me a number of times. It distinctly gave voice
to a low-pitched nasal whine, slowly repeated at intervals of about three seconds and
greatly resembling the whine of a small puppy. The beak was not opened during the
emission of the sound. The bird was close enough to me that I am positive the note
came from it; in addition, the extreme barrenness of the ground at the spot precluded
the possibility of the sound coming from another animal.
I am unable to find any
reference to any sound emitted by this bird, in any literature at hand other than the
well-known hiss usually given as the only sound known to be made by it.-J.
R.
PEMBERTON, Hollywood, California, September 28, 1924.
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Under the Direction of J. Eugene Law, Altadena, California
Nuthatch in Pasadena Develops Trap Habit.-On
September 3, 5, 6 and 7,
‘ 1924, the
notes of a Slender-billed Nuthatch (Sittu carolinensis aculeata) were heard about my
home at 418 Elm Avenue, in the heart of Pasadena, California.
On the morning of September 11, a feeding shelf was installed, about 4% feet from
the ground, on the side of a large grevillea tree. Chick scratch and opened English
walnuts were put on the shelf, the walnuts being wired to the shelf. A few hours later
the nuthatch was seen coming down the tree. Without any hesitation it went to the
walnuts, picked out a piece of the walnut meat, carried the piece up the tree 10 or 15
feet and thrust it into a crevice in the bark. Then the bird came down for another
piece which it treated in the same way. It continued to carry pieces of nut up the
tree for some time. At first it seemed to be placing the pieces of nut into the crevices
to hold them so that they could be picked to pieces and eaten, but later the bird seemed
to be merely hiding them away.
This bird was heard or seen everv few davs after that.
On October 16, it was
seen on the feeding shelf at the kitchen window.”
A single compartment trap 5” x 8” x 8” was made of window screen on a wooden
frame. A drop door to be tripped by the entering bird was used. This trap was
placed on the feeding shelf on the grevillea tree, but since no bands were available the
door was fastened open. Sunflower seeds and chick scratch were placed in the trap
every day with occasional half-walnuts.
It was not long until parts of the hulls of
sunflower seeds could be seen in many of the crevices of the bark, showing where the
nuthatch had placed the seeds while opening them. Other birds probably ate the chick
scratch.

